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ABSTRACT
The existence of pre-trained deep learning models for image classi-
fication, such as those trained on the well-known Resnet-50 archi-
tecture, allows for easy application of transfer learning to several
domains including image retrieval. Recently, we proposed topic
modelling for the retrieval of Instagram photos based on the as-
sociated hashtags. In this paper we compare content-based image
classification, based on transfer learning, with the classification
based on topic modelling of Instagram hashtags for a set of 24 dif-
ferent concepts. The comparison was performed on a set of 1944
Instagram photos, 81 per concept. Despite the excellent perfor-
mance of the pre-trained deep learning models, it appears that
text-based retrieval, as performed by the topic models of Instagram
hashtags, stills perform better.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In a recent study [27] we introduced topic modelling as a mean
for effective retrieval of Instagram photos. The method proved se-
mantically consistent with human interpretation [11, 12]. However,
nowadays deep learning [4] is considered the state of the art ap-
proach for image classification [6]. So, the research question we
examine in this study is whether image classification of Instagram
photos, for which textual information in the form of hashtags also
exist, is more effectively achieved on the basis of visual content via
deep learning or metadata / tagging via topic modelling.
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Topic modeling, a very popular data analysis technique in the
field of big data, is a form of text mining, employing unsupervised
and supervised statistical machine learning techniques to identify
patterns in a corpus or large amount of unstructured text. It pro-
cesses huge collection of documents and group the words, or more
generally tokens, they contain into clusters of words identifying top-
ics by using word (tokens) similarity processes. In topic modelling
each document is viewed as a mixture of various topics, identified
of the whole document collection, where each topic is defined as
a distribution over a vocabulary of terms. Thus, the relevance of
each document with a specific topic can be quantified on the basis
of prominence of that specific topic in the document.

While topic modelling of Instagram hashtags for the purpose
of Automatic Image Annotation (AIA) is a new area of research
(see Argyrou et al. [3]), several researchers applied topic model
analysis on social media data. With the aid of topic modelling
the main themes that pervade a large and otherwise unstructured
collection of social media documents can be mined. Instagram
photos are usually accompanied by hashtags [7] that the owners
use to describe photos’ content and, in several cases, their feelings
and moments that relate with those photos. We have shown in a
previous study [10] that Instagram hashtags along with the relevant
images provide a rich source for creating training sets for AIA. At
the same time the hashtag sets of those images can be utilised for
image retrieval on the basis of topic modelling as explained in [27].

Transfer learning [22] based on deep neural network models [26]
has been proved a very successful approach for image classification
on a variety of cases [21, 23, 28], including classification of Insta-
gram photos [30]. Transfer learning has been developed based on
the observation that the requirement for the training and test data
to be independent and identically distributed is very strict and, in
several cases, properly trained (using massive training data) models
can be effectively applied on similar application domains without
the need of retraining or models’ adjustment. Thus, transfer learn-
ing was proposed as a radical solution to the problem of developing
learned classification models using insufficient training data.

The plethora of pre-trained deep learning models for image
retrieval and classification made transfer learning the main bench-
mark method for every application in image classification and im-
age retrieval. This is the main reason for conducting the current
study: Our findings regarding the use of topic modelling of Insta-
gram hashtags for the retrieval of Instagram photos [27] must be
assessed on the basis of a state-of-the-art method for content-based
image retrieval.
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2 RELATEDWORK
In this section we review relevant work related to the application
of transfer learning in image classification, Instagram image classi-
fication using deep learning methods and topic model analysis of
social media data.

2.1 Topic modelling of social media data
Manikonda et al. [18] concluded that on Twitter you can locate
informational content while on Instagram the textual content is
more personal and social in nature and does not always match the
visual content of the associated images. To reach this conclusion
the researchers performed textual analysis of tweets and Instagram
comments and hashtags and visual analysis of Instagram photos
posted on these two platforms from the same set of users. For their
textual analysis they used Latent Topic Models with the aid of
the Twitter-LDA API1 which was developed for topic modeling
of short text corpora to mine the latent topics [31]. The visual
analysis targeted on image clustering using low level features (SURF
features2).

Liu and Jansson [16] tried to identify city events from Instagram
data. They created a dataset with posts, comments and hashtags
from publicly accessible Instagram accounts in the Helsinki metro-
politan region. Then, they applied an LDA based topic modelling
method to the set of relevant posts in order to discover clusters of
targeted events. Instagram hashtags were kept during their analysis
but only as a part of the container post / message. The authors con-
cluded that it is necessary to remove frequent non-topical terms,
such as compliments, excitements or other positive tone and senti-
ments in order to bring up more novel topics. They examined, also,
the importance of hashtags’ presence in the Instagram posts and
drew the conclusion that keeping hashtags in the analysis brings
additional value into the mined topics.

2.2 Classification of Instagram photos via deep
learning

Xie et al. [30] trained an EfficientNet model on labeled ImageNet
images and used it as a teacher (training data) to generate pseudo
labels on 300M unlabeled Instagram images. They trained, then, a
larger EfficientNet as a student model on the combination of labeled
and pseudo labeled Intsagram images. They iterated this process
by putting back the student as the teacher, adn so on. During the
generation of the pseudo labels, the teacher was not noised so that
the pseudo labels are as accurate as possible. However, during the
learning of the student, the authors injected noise such as dropout,
stochastic depth and data augmentation via RandAugment to the
student so that the student generalizes better than the teacher. The
authors claim a 88.4% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet, which is 2.0% bet-
ter than the state-of-the-art model that requires 3.5B weakly labeled
Instagram images. On robustness test sets, it improves ImageNet-A
top-1 accuracy from 61.0% to 83.7%, and reduces ImageNet-C mean
corruption error from 45.7 to 28.3, and reduces ImageNet-P mean
flip rate from 27.8 to 12.2.

1https://github.com/minghui/Twitter-LDA
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speeded\_up_robust_features

Argyris et al. [2] collected more than 45000 images and social
media usage behaviors over 26 months. They then applied deep-
learning algorithms to automatically classify each image and used
social media analytics to disclose hidden associations between vi-
sual elements and brand engagement. Their hypothesis testing
results provide empirical support for VCSI (Visual-Congruence-
induced Social Influence), advancing theories into the rapidly grow-
ing fields of multimodal content and Influencer marketing.

Mittal et al. [20] inspect some prominent user interaction proper-
ties and photo properties to understand users’ engagements towards
posts on Instagram. They used user interaction properties such as
hashtags and photo post time and user’s posted photo features
or image contexts such as image filters. They applied these user
interaction and photo properties analysis task on eight major cities’
Instagram posts and further classified the posts of those cities in
five categories using Non-negative Matrix Factorization and the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm. The four prime influencing
analyses were computed to get the ecology of the users on Insta-
gram photo posts, namely: Time based analysis (TBA), Image Filter
analysis (IFA), Image Hashtags analysis (IHA) and Image catego-
rization analysis (ICA). According to the authors, this multivariate
feature based Instagram analysis could help users to gain insight
of popular content and make their respective content popular so as
to reach out to a maximum number of people.

2.3 Transfer learning for image classification
Abdullah and Hasan [1] in their study to classify 200 images in five
categories, namely: Binoculars, Planes, Faces of people, Watches,
and Motorbikes, used the AlexNet Model, a pre-trained CNN, and
they concluded that with the help of that pre-trained model im-
proved accuracy of classification is achieved. Chaib et al. [5] used
two pre-trained Convolutional Neural Networks (VGG-Net and
CaffeNet) for the classification of Very High-Resolution (VHR)
satellite images. They compare their method with other state-of-
the-art methods, and they concluded that their transfer-learning
based methodology outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods.
Shima [24] also applied transfer learning with the aid of Alexa-Net
pre-trained models. They investigated object classification, using
the STL-10 database, for ten classes, and they achieved an average
of 84.38% test-set accuracy.

Nasiri et al. [21] examined automatic identification of grapevine
cultivar by leaf image using pre-trained ImageNet models, in a
transfer learning context. They reported an overall accuracy of
99.11% on six grapevine cultivars. Taheri-Garavand et al. [25] pro-
posed a transfer-learning based methodology for chickpea variety
identification and discrimination. Four commercial chickpea vari-
eties (Adel, Arman, Azad, and Saral) were used in their experiments.
They used pre-trained ImageNet models to fine-tune their models
and they reached an average classification accuracy of over 94%.

Fiallos et al. [8] collected 7382 pictures associated with the hash-
tag #allyouneedisecuador which was created during a campaign
entitled “All you need is Ecuador” in an effort to strengthen tourism
in Ecuador. They calculated the similarity of topics mined from user
descriptions (hashtags and post text) and topics mined from visual

https://github.com/minghui/Twitter-LDA
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analysis of the photos, called visual descriptions. Visual descrip-
tions were extracted with the aid of Microsoft Cognitive Services3.
The visual descriptions produced 962 terms (reduced to 838 after the
preprocessing stage) while the user descriptions produced 21972
(reduced to 18810 terms after pre-processing). Topic modelling was
applied to both description sets separately by combining TF-IDF
with either the Non-Negative Matrix Factorization algorithm or the
K-Means clustering algorithm. The authors discovered low similar-
ity between the topics mined from the user descriptions and the
visual descriptions and attributed this deviation to the fact users
usually refer to situations or opinions regarding the photos while
visual analysis produces tags more related with the actual content
of the corresponding images.

The previous discussion reveals that topic modelling on Insta-
gram hashtags has not been thoroughly investigated yet for image
indexing and retrieval. Instagram hashtags were, typically, used
only as a part of the container post / message while in many of the
reported works dealing with Instagram photo classification were
totally ignored. In addition, the work of Fiallos et al. [8] indirectly
suggests that visual descriptions, largely used in content-based
image retrieval, lack semantic meaning and textual descriptions,
including hashtags serve complimentary to that.

Figure 1: The topic modelling tagging process

3https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/directory/vision/

3 METHODOLOGY
Topic modelling of Instagram hashtags and the use of developed
topic models for Instagram photo retrieval is explained in detail
in [27]. Below we provide a short recap so as for the reader to
better understand the method as well as the complexity compared
to transfer learning.

Figure 2 shows an example of how the comparison of the two
methods is done: The visual content of the Instagram post (photo to
the left) is classified via the ResNet-50 model. In case the winning
class is one of the hat related classes (i.e., sombrero, cowboy hat -
see Table 1) the transfer learning based classification is successful.
The hashtags of the Instagram post (see the right part of Figure 2)
are classified via the trained topic models. Again, if the winning
class is hat topic modelling based classification is successful.

3.1 Topic modelling of Instagram hashtags
The architecture of the proposed technique for image retrieval of
Instagram images based on topic modelling of Instagram hashtags is
shown in Figure 1. First, topics models are created from a collection
of Instagram hashtags of photos belonging to the same concept (i.e.,
queried by the same hashtags, say #bear). This results in a set of
topics Sq = {T

q
1 ,T

q
2 , ...,T

q
t , ...T

q
qk } for the q-th concept. Second,

the matching score of the hashtags HI of an unseen Instagram
image I , preprocessed in the same way as the training instances,
with each one of the topics Tq

t of the q-th subject is computed.
BothHI and T

q
t are sets of words while the latter includes also the

importance of each word expressed through its relative frequency
in the topic. The matching score R(HI ,T

q
t ) between these two sets

can be computed as a weighted sum of the pair similarities of their
word embeddings [19] used for the Glove project4, as shown in
eq. 1. Those word embeddings were pre-trained on external sources
such Google News and Wikipedia.

R(HI ,T
q
t ) =

1
|HI | · |T

q
t |

∑
hI ∈HI

∑
wq
tξ ∈T

q
t

α[w
q
t ξ ] · cc(

®hI , ®w
q
t ξ ) (1)

where |A| denotes the cardinality of set A, ®hI and ®w
q
t ξ are

the word embeddings of hashtag hI and topic word w
q
t ξ respec-

tively, α[wq
t ξ ] is the authority score, computed with the aid of the

HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) algorithm, of word w
q
t ξ

and cc(., .) is the similarity measure used with the word embeddings
of Gensim models5.

In the third step, the best matching, to the set of hashtags HI ,
topic Tq

opt (HI ) of the q-th concept is selected with aid of eq. 2:

T
q
opt (HI ) = arдmax{R(HI ,T

q
t )} (2)

Finally, the best matching topic Topt (HI ) for setHI , across all
concepts, denotes the tags that will be assigned to Instagram image
I (in case of AIA purposes) or the winning category (in the case of
image classification), and is given by eq. 3:

Topt (HI ) = arдmax{T
q
opt (HI )} (3)

4https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
5https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
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Figure 2: An example of Instagram image along with its
hashtags. The photo is classified via transfer learning while
the hashtags are classified based on topicmodelling (see also
the Python Code in Appendix)

3.2 Transfer learning
Residual Neural Networks (ResNets) developed by He et al. [13]
are state of the art deep learning architectures. ResNets deal with
the vanishing gradient and the degradation problem that appear
during the ultra-deep CNNs train. They include stacked residual
units (building blocks) containing skip connections to link the in-
put and output of each unit. CNNs with residual units were proved
to perform better than plain counterparts. ResNet-50, the specific
architecture adopted, consists of 50 layers, providing residual con-
nection between them.

The Resnet-50 pre-trained model could be ideal for Instagram im-
age classification in the context of transfer learning. In this context
it has been used in a variety of studies dealing with image classifica-
tion [14, 15, 17, 23, 29] with excellent results. The Resnet-50 models
classify images into one of 1000 image classes corresponding to a
variety of concepts. As shown in Table 1 there is no 1-to-1 matching
between the concepts identified by the 24 Instagram query hashtags
and the Resnet-50 image classes. While for some concepts, such as
hamster, lion, microphone and zebra, there is an exact match this is
not the cases for the majority of the remaining Instagram concepts.
The Instagram concept dog, for instance, corresponds to more than
40 Resnet-50 image classes. Nevertheless, whenever transfer learn-
ing based classification results in a winning class related to the
corresponding Instagram concept it is considered as a successful
classification.

3.3 Corpus
To examine the proposed methodology we constructed a training
dataset of 1944 Instagram images (see Table 1) along with their
hashtags by querying with 24 different concepts / hashtags (i.e.,
#bear, #cat, etc.) using the Instaloader Python library6 as it can be
seen in Appendix A. From the results we selected manually the 81
6https://instaloader.github.io/

most relevant, in terms of visual content, images for each concept.
The great majority (if not all) of those images were uploaded to
Instagram by different users. The hashtags surrounding these im-
ages were also automatically crawled and stored in a 24 different
files one for each concept. Each file contains 81 columns with each
column corresponding to the hashtags of an individual Instagram
image within that concept.

A total of 33067 hashtags were collected across all concepts,
corresponding to an average of 17 hashtags per image. As expected
from the trend of Instagram users the same hashtags may appear in
more than one subject (see [9] for an extended discussion on this
issue).

4 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Table 1 summarises the results of the current study. It is shown there
the top-1 and top-5 retrieval accuracy per concept (or aggregated
concepts in the case of transfer learning based classification) for
the compared methods along with the corresponding matching
scores. Oviosulsy the scale of matching scores of the two compared
methods varies and this is the reason we have included in the
results the corresponding standard deviation of matching scores.
The matching scores seem to be correlated with the top-1 accuracy,
especially in the case of transfer learning.

On average topic modelling based classification outperforms
transfer learning based classification in both top-1 and top-5 accu-
racy (83.5% vs 71.7% for top-1 and 97.5% vs 87.4% for top-5) . This
result indicates that text-based image retrieval stills perform better
than content-based image retrieval even in the era of deep learning.

In a more quantitative basis we observe that the performance of
Resnet-50 models varies greatly among the various concepts. For
instance, the chair, piano, and hat related classes achieve less than
40% top-1 accuracy while dog, elephant and zebra related classes
achieve a top-1 accuracy higher than 98.5%. The visual appearence
of concepts such us chair, piano, and hat in Instagram photos (and
in general) is vague and in the majority of cases these objects appear
with other other objects in the same photo. Figure 2 shows such an
example: The hat goes with a human in a scene showing also sea
and sky. Chairs also appear in many cases with tables and pianos
with humans (pianists). This means that deep learning models are
still based on low level visual characteristics rather than semantic
information.

Performance variation among the concepts is also observed, in
a lower level though, in the topic modelling based classification.
We see, for instance, that for some concepts such as hedgehog and
table the top-1 accuracy is less than 30%. The hedgehog concept is
vaquely described through hashtags while the semantic description
of the table concept is similar to that of the chair concept. This is
reflected in the top-5 accuracy of the two concepts which reaches
100% in both cases.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we compare text based image retrieval, implemented
via topic modelling of Instagram hashtags as suggested by Tsapat-
soulis [27], with contet-based image retrieval realized via tranfer
learning of the well-known Resnet-50 models. The comparison was

https://instaloader.github.io/
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Table 1: Classification performance for 81 test cases per concept

Transfer Learning Topic Modelling

Subject related concepts top top Mean St. Dev. top top Mean St. Dev.
1% 5% Score 1% 5% Score

bear brown bear, American black bear, ice bear, sloth bear 93.8 98.8 0.6798 0.2467 100 100 0.2987 0.1055
cat tabby, Angora, Siamese cat, Persian cat 82.7 93.8 0.4396 0.2757 98.8 100 0.2665 0.1028

Madagascar cat, Egyptian cat, tiger cat
chair rocking chair, folding chair, barber chair 37.0 65.4 0.1603 0.2019 93.8 100 0.1758 0.0754

park bench, cradle, studio couch
dog various (more than 40 concepts) 98.8 100 0.7543 0.2034 96.3 100 0.2130 0.1079
elephant African elephant, Indian elephant, tusker 98.8 100 0.6716 0.1822 79.0 100 0.2012 0.0831
fish barracouta, coho, gar, sturgeon, tench, anemone fish 64.6 82.9 0.3799 0.3176 69.5 97.6 0.0637 0.0271

goldfish, starfish, hammerhead, puffer.
goldfish, great white shark, etc.

guitar electric guitar, acoustic guitar 76.5 90.1 0.5374 0.3202 100 100 0.2334 0.0771
hamster hamster 80.2 95.1 0.6255 0.3231 90.1 100 0.2381 0.0971
handbag purse, backpack, mailbag 67.9 81.5 0.3096 0.2476 90.1 100 0.1875 0.0684
hat sombrero, cowboy hat 38.3 55.6 0.2224 0.2882 92.6 100 0.1527 0.0541
hedgehog porcupine, echidna 80.2 88.9 0.6802 0.3451 25.9 45.7 0.0501 0.0655
horse sorrel 46.9 70.4 0.2705 0.2902 98.8 100 0.1850 0.0646
laptop notebook, laptop, hand-held computer 61.0 90.2 0.3169 0.2308 93.9 100 0.1120 0.0542
lion lion 87.7 91.4 0.7229 0.2796 66.7 100 0.1421 0.0536
mic microphone 67.9 93.8 0.5757 0.3726 81.5 98.8 0.0846 0.0300
monkey macaque, baboon, capuchin, chimpanzee, titi 90.1 97.5 0.5995 0.2625 97.5 100 0.2357 0.0925

howler monkey, guenon, patas, langur, orangutan
spider monkey, gorilla

parrot macaw, lorikeet 49.4 72.8 0.3274 0.3599 86.4 98.8 0.1799 0.0596
piano grand piano, accordion 37.0 87.7 0.2730 0.3112 79.0 100 0.1115 0.0420
rabbit angora, wood rabbit, hare 75.3 91.4 0.4005 0.2624 100 100 0.3213 0.1179
sunglasses sunglasses, sunglass 69.1 88.9 0.3434 0.2355 98.8 100 0.2319 0.1158
table dining table, desk, pool table 56.8 84.0 0.3649 0.3210 29.6 100 0.1464 0.0459
turtle loggerhead, leatherback turtle, box turtle, terrapin 91.4 96.3 0.5158 0.2227 55.6 98.8 0.1153 0.0414

chiton, mud turtle
watch stopwatch, analog clock, digital watch 69.1 80.2 0.3682 0.2579 92.6 100 0.1778 0.0640
zebra zebra 100 100 0.8954 0.0885 86.4 100 0.2062 0.0756

Average 71.7 87.4 0.4764 0.2686 83.5 97.5 0.1804 0.0717

made on a set of 1944 Instagram posts (images and associated hash-
tags) collected through 24 different main hashtags (concepts). The
main conclusion of the current study is that topic modelling based
classification outperforms transfer learning based classification in
both top-1 and top-5 accuracy. Top-5 accuracy is by far better for
the topic modelling approach but for a much fewer number cate-
gories (24 in topic modelling based classification versus 1000 image
classes in Resnet-50) despite that in the transfer learning case many
similar concept models do exist.

Another important finding is that topic models of similar sub-
jects (for instance for the concepts chair and table) are also similar
making the retrieval process explainable to the end user while deep
learning models are still based on low level visual characteristics.
Thus, the two methods should be seen as complimentary as also
suggested by Fiallos et al. [8]. We are planning to investigate this
in a future study.

Not all concepts are modelled, either visually or semantically,
with the same success. In the content-based image retrieval, co-
existence of concepts in the same image or small objects are the

main reasons for ineffective modelling while vagueness in semantic
description of concepts such as hedgehog or similarity of semantic
descriptions, as in the case of chair and table, are the main reasons
for poor topic modelling via Instagram hashtags.
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A PYTHON CODE

#-------------------- Crawling Instagram Data -------------------------------
>>> import instaloader
>>> L = instaloader.Instaloader()
>>> hashtag = instaloader.Hashtag.from_name(L.context, 'bear')
>>> posts=hashtag.get_posts()
>>> k=1; hash = []
L.download_hashtag('bear', max_count=100)
>>> for post in posts:
... if k>100:
... break
... else:
... hash+=[post.caption_hashtags]
... k+=1
...
>>> hash[0]
['sunday', 'barbudo', 'domingo', 'beardedmen', 'beard', 'bearded', 'barba',

'bear', 'beardstyle',
'pose', 'beardlove', 'instabeard', 'beardstagram', 'hairy', 'fitness', 'fit',

'model', 'muscle']

#-------------------- Image Classification -------------------------------------
import mxnet as mx
import gluoncv as cv
# Gets the trained topics and a csv file with the hashtags for each image
# (see for instance the zebra.csv file) and returns the top1 and top5

percentages
# as well as the mean matching score and the corresponding standard deviation
def TopicScores(dir, concept, topics):
# Example Call: TopicScores(dir, 'turtle', topics)

concept = concept.lower()
filepath = concept+'/'+concept+'.csv'
filename = dir+filepath
E = topic_hashtag_csvRead(filename)
L = len(E['Hashtags'])
for i in np.arange(L):

key = E['\ufeffkey'][i].lower()
H = tknzr.tokenize(E['Hashtags'][i])
H = [k for k in H if len(k)>1]
TM[key] = {}
TM[key] = TopicMatch(topics, H)

keys = [key for key in TM.keys() if key[:3]==concept[:3]]
scores=[sorted(TM[key].items(), key=operator.itemgetter(1),

reverse=True)[0][0] for key in keys]
f = FreqDist(scores)
top1 = f[concept.lower()]/f.N()
LM = []
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for key in keys:
LM+=sorted(TM[key].items(), key=operator.itemgetter(1), reverse=True)[:5]

scores = [key[0] for key in LM]
f = FreqDist(scores)
top5 = f[concept]/L
scores=[TM[key][concept] for key in keys]
return top1, top5, np.mean(scores), np.std(scores)

# Given the topic models and a hashtag set H find the match between each topic
and the

# hashtag set
def TopicMatch(topics, H):

scores = {}
for key in topics.keys():

S = []
for subkey in topics[key]['b'].keys():

S+=[matchingScore(topics[key]['b'][subkey], H, stoph, 0.01)[0]]
scores[key]=max(S)

return scores

def ImageClassificationScores(dir, concept, net, synonyms):
# Example Call: ImageClassificationScores(dir, 'watch', net, ['stopwatch',

'analog clock', 'digital watch'])
concept = concept.lower()
dir = dir+concept+'/'

filekeys = [f for f in os.listdir(dir) if f[-3:]=='jpg']
L = len(filekeys)
for key in filekeys:

filename = dir+key
img = mx.image.imread(filename)
transformed_img = cv.data.transforms.presets.imagenet.transform_eval(img)
pred = net(transformed_img)
prob = mx.nd.softmax(pred)[0].asnumpy()
ind = mx.nd.topk(pred, k=10)[0].astype('int').asnumpy().tolist()
key=key[:-4].lower()
IC[key]={}
IC[key]['class'] = [net.classes[ind[i]] for i in np.arange(10)]
probs = [prob[net.classes.index(t)] for t in synonyms]
IC[key]['prob'] = max(probs)

scores = [IC[key[:-4].lower()]['class'][0] for key in filekeys]
f = FreqDist(scores)
T = 0; scores = []
for t in synonyms:

T += f[t]
scores += [key for key in filekeys if t in

IC[key[:-4].lower()]['class'][:5]]
top1 = T/L; top5 = len(set(scores))/L
scores = [IC[key[:-4].lower()]['prob'] for key in filekeys]
return top1, top5, np.mean(scores), np.std(scores)
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